
	

Mr. Henry Wade 	 6/13/80 
District Attorney 
Dallas County Government Center 
Dallas, Tx 75202 

Dear Henre•  

	

The& you 	much for your G/9 and tho enclosed copy of Officer Jackson's notes 
of his observations pertaining to the JPK assassination. If you can get my thanks e‘ and 
history's e to him, Ildeseeneedate it. 

If I didn't tell you the PBX stayed away from all 17 motorcycle policemen* in the 
motorcade until about 1975, when they were embarrassed by getting °aught and had to 
both eon and pacify Kelley. It was obvious from the records I have that they did not get 
and did not want jackson's notes. Reading thee explains AY. 

His observations are conflavuel by other inforeation the lel and Commission stoyed 
away from, including his closest companion in the motorcade, Chaney. As they pertain to 
the *rime they are dependable and imeortant and females the ConnalleveteAs they relate 
to the entire motorcade and areleal at the hospital they include what I do not recall 
from any other source and provide details missing from that La known. 

The decision of which I sent youa copy W4a meet Of the 5/29 issueof the Washington 
law Reporter. I'll and Jim Tague a copy of that. tt is less coring. 

I've won another of which I'll mad you a copy not because it has to do with events 
down there, because it doesn't, but because you may be interested in the precedent. It 
meann that wealthy corporations like Time, Inc., can't again buy up unique evidence, like 
the Reeruder film, give a print to the eovernment and then both claim nobody can have 
it because it is oopyriatted. They oem twit Upend they can hide it but if they give 
it to the government it leeemee an ageneetecord, susceptible to the Freedom of Intimation 
Act. Time did the same thing in the King assesaination worse because the photographer 
pulled a dirty one on the public, which paid him. Unless the district court turns around — 
I won there — or the Department petitions for an on bane rehearing or goes up on wort I 
Met the pictureee Believe me, good friend, they gro important. I saw them in 1971 god got 
contacts as part of their effort to prevent what happened. When RI sent a set of prints 
to FHIHQ, it unloaded them on Hameilia, which proceeded to ignore their evidence. When I 
went after time the FBI lied under oath and persisted until I gave them chapter and verse. 
Then the Ilemehis office suggested raising the copyright issue even though the prints were 
not copyrighted. 

Such misconduct in major cases by the nation's major law enforcement organization 
give law antorcaaant a bad name. It breeds disillusionment and contempt for the 1 aw, 
eepereelly among the young. I haven't had an invitateon to op oak at a college in a year, 
but it is difficult to make the young people see that this is not representative of all 
government and all law enforcenent. What I've found gets acmes on this best to what they 
can comprehend. I tell Mix* them that deepite the failinest report there is no other land 
is which I'd be able to do what I do and have done, that even Britain and Canada have 
official secrete acts, and that rather than withdrawing they should participate to clean 
and heal and try to prevent repetition of the same abuses of our gysteme 

bsee thanks. Hope you are up to snuffagain. 

Best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 


